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This book details an offense based on the I formation. It is somewhat heavy on the triple option, but gives excellent
detail for those who insist on running the football (for example, there is an entire chapter on running vs. 8-man fronts).

Sep 15, It was a bit of a slow start offensively for Albright and John Port for, yards. By Keith McMillan
D3sports. Perception, folks, is not always reality. Join Around the Nation for a look at four teams currently
known for highly successful offenses, as we ask them how they tackle the relationship between that unit and
the D. Last season, Whitworth averaged Texas Lutheran scored By comparison, Mount Union was great on
both sides of the ball. The Purple Raiders scored But all four hold a common trait. Their ability to play
offense is unquestioned, and pretty much what their reputations at the moment are staked upon. Yet their
defenses will have to succeed in their roles if these teams are to reach their goals. That held true on Saturday,
when several early blunders put the Lions down one minute into the second quarter. The defense allowed just
nine more points while the offense scored four TDs in a row to take a lead by the third quarter although two
PATs were blocked. Together, they rallied for a win. And actually, the Lions defense allowed just yards, while
the offense gained Sometimes they are on offense, sometimes they are on defense. And in the game, the
defense will cause a few turnovers to help the offense score. But a coach recognizes when a defense puts an
offense in good position, or an offense does its teammates no favors. It gave the offense the ball at the 9-yard
line. After light-up-the-scoreboard seasons, both Texas Lutheran and Hampden-Sydney acknowledge their
reputations as offense-first teams. Sandusky said he and his staff have given thought to making their offensive
and defensive styles mesh. He wants his defense to be fast and create turnovers. When we came in this year,
we felt like we were two months ahead of where we were last year. Chris Edwards had all-purpose yards
against Trinity Texas. Texas Lutheran coach Tom Mueller knows that the American Southwest Conference is
full of teams who can rack up points and yardage. TLU itself was 20th, at Mueller, on the other hand, says he
could run empty no backs for an entire game if he saw necessary. Last season, when tight end Matt Ross was a
third-team All-American, the Bulldogs were able to use multiple formations without substituting. Defenses
would keep their same personnel in the game, and Ross could line up as a back, end or receiver and get TLU
the matchup it wanted. Favret says having a good defense starts with recruiting, and admits convincing high
schoolers to bypass offensive glory can be a tough sell. Last season, Favret thought the unit might carry the
team. And there are a lot of players who can catch the ball. Tully says Whitworth just recruits the best athletes
available. Mueller says Division III recruiting is about finding players in numbers. Some athletes realize they
can help the team more and crack the lineup more quickly on defense. And a sign of a good program, said
Sandusky, is one where few freshmen crack the lineup. Sandusky says Albright had seven senior starters and a
fourth-year junior quarterback on offense last season, experience its defense could not match. Inexperienced
last season, Whitworth starts nine sophomores, a junior and a senior. There are high hopes for a group that
could stay together for two more seasons after this one. They held Redlands scoreless in the first half of their
opener, part of what Tully thinks is a group just scratching the surface. Whether the defensive obstacles are
style of offense, inexperience or lack of talent, all four coaches make one thing clear. But the bottom line is if
we win, we all feel good. In , Randolph-Macon and Catholic tied The NCAA added overtime in , so that may
stand forever as the highest scoring tie of all time. Being a member of the defense that gave up 50, and helped
blow a late lead, was no fun at all. Technically I was the dime back for that game but never played, but I paid
the price as many of us did. While the offense watched tape, patted itself on the back and headed to the dining
hall early that Monday, the defense ran yard sprints, one for each point we allowed. Up and back counted as
one, by the way, so we really ran By the 20s, we were asked to duck walk, wheelbarrow and bear crawl. We
got a water break around No. Sure, stories like this are probably typical â€” we once did up-downs until dark
after giving up only 24 points, and another time we did an Indian Run around the practice field perimeter for
45 minutes while our coach talked to someone at midfield, oblivious â€” and they probably sound like the type
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you embellish over time. But honestly, they make the memories stand out. And giving up 50 points that day,
even though we were something like 1-for-4 on field goals and missed several extra points, was embarrassing.
The next year, we gave up yards at their place, but intercepted five passes, won and were treated like heroes.
And the year after that, we hired a new coach but kept much of our defensive staff intact. We should have
been able to carry the team while the new coach got the offensive familiar with his scheme. But Catholic
adjusted, and while we were still defending the deep-passing offense they played the year before, they were
throwing screens and mashing it up the middle. In other words, the final score is everything, but sometimes
tells you nothing. Holding Catholic to 28 21 if you consider their last TD came with 0: When it comes to
football, everything is relative. You never know how a game is going to go. You can have two teams known
for offense and all of a sudden it takes on a defensive tone. And when I played, we were sometimes coached
harder after a allowing yard TD drive following an offensive turnover than we were after a methodical yard
drive. Because football is so often a game of being opportune at the right times, one play can make or ruin the
day, whether the final score is , or Poor Pioneering Not that D3football. After I wrote this, I saw that
D3football. Only 22 are needed to keep any particular player from going both ways, and 27 would allow for
specialists, including kick returners and long snappers. Eleven players are on the field at a time, and many play
the majority of the game. Am I missing something? From the outside, it looks like a lame excuse. But even if
we bought that, what of the timing? Maybe Lewis and Clark was hoping it could make it through a season. But
if they were going to wait so long to make the announcement, they might as well have tried to play out the
season like Mount Ida in , and call a game or two off at the last minute if need be. More than likely, a team
that could get through four games could get through nine. Think of the problems they just caused for the
schools and teams they play and the families that planned to see the games. Willamette will have consecutive
bye weeks, while three opponents get a bye before their game with the Bearcats. By waiting too long to
decide, Lewis and Clark robbed their own players of five of them, and their opponents of one. Lewis and
Clark now plays its schedule on four consecutive weeks, beginning Saturday. Presumably, the non-conference
games were kept and conference games dropped because home contests against Occidental and Colorado
College, and road games at Claremont-Mudd-Scripps and Chapman involved non-refundable air travel. Saving
money while giving longtime Northwest Conference rivals a raw deal apparently appeared to be a better
alternative than playing nine games. The NCAA requires seven active teams before it will set aside a playoff
berth. A conference school adding football? But to their credit, both the program â€” for now â€” and the
conference have survived, if not thrived. Maybe Lewis and Clark knows what is best for its program.
Kalamazoo also has a new coach in Terrance Brooks, but has lost eight straight and travels to Mt. Meantime,
Linfield has won 14 straight, longest streak by a school which participates in the NCAA playoffs. Millsaps,
which moved its game with Huntingdon from Sept. Mississippi College, which also postponed a Sept. Last
week, the Seahawks played SUNY-Maritime, which is playing as a club this year and will begin varsity play
in Williams will play an exhibition against rival Amherst. Those games used to be worth getting excited
about. Four of its seven teams are Only one of its nine teams is winless, while at least one of its three
undefeateds will fall this weekend when Coe visits Central. Coast Guard leads the series and has won nine of
the past MapQuest says it takes 14 hours to drive the miles from Clinton, Miss. Luckily, the Choctaws plan to
fly. We promise not to spoil the happy ending. Recommended road trips of the week One could see two of the
top four teams in the country with just miles of driving, from Abilene, Texas to Belton. And if Texas Lutheran
is any good, you might catch a third Top 25 teams.
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Single set back Typical singleback formation Also known as the "ace" or "singleback" formation, the single
set back formation consists of one running back lined up about five yards behind the quarterback. The basic
singleback set does not employ a fullback. The other players that are not on the line of scrimmage can either
act as tight ends or wide receivers. This formation is normally used for a pass play, but can also be good for
running, as defenders must move at least one player out of the middle of the field the "box", between the
tackles on the offensive line to cover the additional wide receiver or tight end. Since an extra wide receiver is
lined up in the space between the tackle or tight end and the outside wide receiver, he is called the slot
receiver. Spread formation A variation of the ace is known as the spread formation. It utilizes four wide
receivers and no tight ends. In the NFL, this formation was the basis of the run and shoot offense that was
popular in the s with teams such as the Detroit Lions and the Houston Oilers but has since fallen out of favor
as a primary offensive philosophy. It is often used as a pass formation, because of the extra wide receivers. It
also makes an effective run formation, because it "spreads the field" and forces the defense to respect the pass,
thus taking players out of the box. Certain college programs, such as the University of Hawaii and Texas Tech
still use it as their primary formation. Brigham Young University also uses the spread offense, although they
tend to employ their tight ends more frequently than Hawaii and Texas Tech. Minnesota and TCU are also
starting to employ the spread offense. In this formation, the normal tight-end is almost exclusively a blocker,
while the H-back is primarily a pass receiver. This formation is often referred to as a "two tight end" set. Some
teams like the Indianapolis Colts under Tony Dungy use this formation with both tight ends on the line and
use two flankers. Many other teams in the NFL, even those that do not use this as a primary formation, still
run some plays using a variant of this formation. Pro set Basic split backs set Also called the "split backs" or
"three-end formation", this is similar to the I-formation and has the same variations. The difference is that the
two backs are split behind the quarterback instead of being lined up behind him. Shaughnessy thought he
would make a great receiver but already had two great receivers in Tom Fears and Bob Shaw. Schaughnessy
moved Hirsch to the flanker position behind the right end. Thus started what was known as the three-end
formation. A modern example of the "pro-set" can be seen in the Florida State University offense, which
favors a Split Backs formation. The Seattle Seahawks under Mike Holmgren also favored this type of
formation with the tight end usually being replaced with a third wide receiver. Single-wing Typical Single
Wing set. Note the unbalanced line. This diagram uses the modern terms. In the original single wing, the
primary ball handler was called the "tailback" and "quarterback" was used as a blocking back. This archaic
formation was popular for most of the first 50 years of modern American football, but it is rare today, except
as a novelty. There are many variations of the single wing with really the only common threads being that,
first, rather than lining up "under center", the quarterback actually called a tailback back in the day is lined up
a few yards behind with running backs generally on one side of him. It contained two tight ends , and 4 backs.
The other 3 backs lined up on the same side of the QB in various arrangements. Also, the formation often
featured an unbalanced line where the center that is, the player who snapped the ball was not strictly in the
center of the line, but close to the weakside. The formation was originally designed as a brute-force running
formation, since it had 7 players to one side of the center and only 2 on the other. The Notre Dame Box
differed from the traditional single-wing in that the line was balanced and the halfback who normally played
the "wing" in the single-wing was brought in more tightly, with the option of shifting out to the wing. Teams
would often adopt the Notre Dame Box if they lacked a true " triple threat " tailback , necessary for effective
single-wing use. Another variation of the single wing was the A formation. The single wing has recently had a
renaissance of sorts with high schools; since it is so rare, its sheer novelty can make it successful. The ball is
snapped to the runner, who usually has the option of either running the ball himself or handing it to another
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running back lined up in the backfield. The wildcat gives the runner a good look at the defense before the
snap, allowing him to choose the best running lane. It also allows for ten offensive players to block, unlike in a
conventional running play, in which the quarterback is usually not involved after delivering the ball to a
running back. The wildcat formation is similar to run-oriented formations used during the early days of
football, but it had not been seen in the NFL for many years until the Miami Dolphins employed it during the
season with running backs Ricky Williams and Ronnie Brown. Though the wildcat concept was successful for
a time, its effectiveness decreased as defensive coordinators prepared their teams for the change of pace play.
The player receiving the snap is usually not a good passer, so defenses can bring linebackers and defensive
backs closer to the line of scrimmage to clog potential running lanes. As such, its use has declined since ,
particularly in the NFL. It then was an important formation up to the T formation era. Markham ran very few
plays, but blocked them according to defensive fronts and tendencies. A noticeable difference from the other
teams lined up in the double-wing formation was the lack of line splits across the front. It is often referred to
as the "bastard child of the I and the Wing-T". Breaking numerous state records everywhere Markham
coached and even setting the national high school scoring record the "Markham Rule" was put into place to
keep his team from winning by too many points. He is currently the offensive coordinator at Hillcrest High
School in the state of Idaho. Jerry Valloton also marketed the offense well when he wrote the first book on the
offense. Their materials may be seen on their respective websites. The Double Wing is widely used at the
youth level, becoming more popular at the high school level and has been used at the college level by Don
Markham at American Sports University. Short punt formation[ edit ] Main article: Short punt formation Short
Punt formation versus a defense. The short punt is an older formation popular when scoring was harder and a
good punt was an offensive weapon. It is generally a balanced formation, and there are backs on both sides of
the tailback, offering better pass protection. As a result, it was considered a much better passing formation
than running, as the premiere running formation was the single wing. That said, it was regarded as a good
formation for trap plays. Shotgun formation Typical shotgun formation The modern descendant of the Single
Wing. The quarterback lines up about five yards behind the center, in order to allow a better view of the
defense and more time to get a pass off. The shotgun can distribute its 3 other backs and 2 ends any number of
ways, but most commonly employs one running back , lined up next to the QB, one tight end and three wide
receivers. This formation is most commonly used for passing, but the quarterback can also hand off to a
running back or run himself. Many college teams use variations of the shotgun as their primary formation, as
do a few professional teams, such as the New England Patriots and Indianapolis Colts. Because it is generally
more difficult to establish a rushing attack using only the shotgun, most NFL teams save the shotgun for
obvious passing situations such as 3rd and long or when they are losing and must try to score quickly. The
shotgun offense became a staple of many college football offenses beginning in the s. Shotgun, Trips left 3
wide receivers on the same side Shotgun, Max Protect Full back in to provide additional protection to
quarterback Main article: It is essentially a shotgun variation, with the quarterback lined up closer than in
standard shotgun normally 3 to 4 yards behind center , and a running back lined up behind, rather than next to,
the QB normally at 3 to 4 yards behind quarterback. The Pistol formation adds the dimension of a running
game with the halfback being in a singleback position. This has disrupted the timing of some defenses with the
way the quarterback hands the ball off to the halfback. This also allows the smaller halfbacks to hide behind
the offensive line, causing opposing linebackers and pass-rushing defensive linemen to play more
conservatively. The Pistol can also feature the option play. With this offense, the quarterback has the ability to
get a better look past the offensive line and at the defense. He brought the philosophy with him to the Buffalo
Bills in V formation[ edit ] Os Doenges of Oklahoma City University is credited with inventing the offensive
V formation, nicknamed "Three dots and a dash" Morse code for the letter "v". His Oklahoma City program
presented the new offensive formation to great fanfare before losing to the Southwestern Moundbuilders by a
score of 7â€”0. Wishbone formation The Wishbone formation The wishbone is a s variation of the
T-formation. It consists of three running backs: It can be run with two tight ends, one tight end and one wide
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receiver, or two wide receivers. Most offensive systems that employ the wishbone use it as their primary
formation, and most run the ball much more often than they pass. The wishbone is a common formation for
the triple option offense in which the quarterback decides after the snap whether to hand the ball to the
fullback for a run up the middle, pitch the ball to a running back on the outside, or keep the ball and run it
himself. The wishbone was developed in the s by Emory Bellard , offensive coordinator at the University of
Texas under head coach Darrell Royal. It was subsequently adopted by many other college programs in the s,
including Alabama and Oklahoma , who also won national titles with variations of the offense. However, as
with any hugely successful formation or philosophy, as teams learned how to defend against it, it became
much less successful. Ironically, because it is now rare in the college game, its effectiveness has increased, as
defenses are no longer accustomed to defending against it. The wishbone has very rarely been used in
professional football, as it was developed after passing quarterbacks became the norm. NFL quarterbacks are
not necessarily good runners, and are in any case too valuable to the offense to risk injury by regularly running
with the football. During the strike season of , the San Francisco 49ers used the wishbone successfully against
the New York Giants to win Flexbone formation The base flexbone formation. The flexbone formation is a
variation of the wishbone formation. In this formation, one back the fullback lines up behind the quarterback.
Both ends are often split wide as wide receivers , though some variations include one or two tight ends. The
two remaining backs, called wingbacks or slotbacks, line up behind the line of scrimmage just outside the
tackles. Usually, one of the wingbacks will go in motion behind the quarterback before the snap, potentially
giving him another option to pitch to. Like the wishbone, the flexbone formation is commonly used to run the
triple option. In this case, one of the half backs starts in the back field. Nelson , and perfected by his successor
Tubby Raymond. It has become a very popular offense with high schools and small colleges.
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